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Minimum Wages in Ontario 1965 - 2019*
Elevating the bottom for workers &
upsetting the business community since 1965
*Source: Government of Canada

Next Membership Meeting
Tuesday February 13, 2018
19:00 hrs.
2580 Drew Road, Mississauga, ON
Bring your union card

President’s Message
Dave Flowers

president@iamaw2323.ca

Greeting Sisters and Brothers and prevent this from happening in the future.
welcome to 2018
We ask that if you have any
information
that can assist us, to please
The year began similarly to the way
contact
the
Shop Committee and we will
last year ended. For all that we love of the
home holiday season (family, friends, food, add it to the case.
gifts, etc.), we dread the work holiday
The New Year also ushered in
season.
some
positive changes for working
This time of year continues to be
families,
as Bill 148 has passed.
very trying on our Membership. To state
the obvious, work and passenger loads This however, is a Provincial Bill that does
are higher. Additionally, there is more sick not affect Federal workers (and we are
calls and injuries recorded. Add a healthy Federal workers).
We will get the benefit of the $14
dose of bad weather and you have the
minimum wage increase and subsequently
perfect recipe for tough work days.
Now we understand that all of this the $15 minimum wage increase next year
usually results in mandatory overtime. It as Federal Code says that “Federal
workers must be paid the minimum hourly
does just about every year.
As much as our Members dislike wage of the province in which the
the language within the Collective e m p l o y e e i s u s u a l l y e m p l o y e d ” .
This has also paved the way for the
Agreement (CBA) pertaining to this, we
Federal
Government to consider the
have learned to deal with it. (Provided the
creation
of
a similar Federal Bill which
Company follows the rules). That being
said, we received numerous calls and would see some (if not all) of the same
emails from Members explaining that their rights transferred to Federal employees.
rights under article 10.2 of the CBA had
Members of our Grand Lodge as
been violated and that the Company was
well
as
senior representatives from Unions
not doing its due diligence to canvass
across
Canada will sit with the Liberal
before getting to a position of drafting.
To make matters worse, the Government to work on this. We hope that
company then proceeded to send their in the near future this will come to fruition.
The months ahead show no signs
management team out to perform scope
v i o l a t i o n s b y w o r k i n g o u r f l i g h t s . of better weather and work loads are ever
One of the more frustrating things increasing. Please continue to work safely,
that can happen in our work environment, stay warm and think of a positive future for
is knowing your rights are being violated all workers that might one day be here.
and then being told to “work now and
grieve later”. Unfortunately, this is also
If you need something positive to
language in the CBA.
look forward to in the interim while dealing
Rest assured, the Union has filed with this bitter cold, take solace in the fact
grievances relating to both matters that we are only 6-weeks and counting
containing stiff penalties (if we are down to spring!
successful). We commit to following
through with this in the arbitration process. Respectfully yours,
We have also had meetings since that date
with the Company to offer our suggestions Dave Flowers
that try and create new methods that will
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Health & Safety
Rob Penyk - co-chair H&S Committee

Phone: 905-676-4295

Wow, it has been an incredible cold spell lately.
Thank you to Alfonso D'Ambra for his efforts
This occurred during an incredibly busy Christmas too. We have a lot to do in there.
season where we were short of everything except
With regard to clean up, we are working on the
workload. The conditions were unbelievable at times.
baggage rooms as well. We are still receiving
Some important things to keep in mind during complaints from the people working in the MU3 bag
winter - if the gate you are on is snow covered or really room, folks are parking their tractors unnecessarily in
icy, call a manager to make sure GTAA cleans it up. It there. Please be considerate of your co-workers and
certainly does not help when they use the sweeper on do not park in any bag room. We all breathe the air. I
the ramp, which basically polishes it like an ice rink. know we are chronically short of equipment, however if
Ice cleats are available now (they are ordering more), the tractor you are driving is spewing exhaust, please
and the Policy Health and Safety Committee is looking take it out of service. If that is a problem, please
at better style and easier to use boot cleats. It is contact a Health and Safety rep.
important to not rush and take your time to do tasks. It
is much better than falling. One thing that can put you CEQ - We are working to deal with issues in the radio
at risk is pulling equipment - it is so easy to fall back room at Convair. Training in there will be increased and
either on your tailbone or smack your head. Never pull, procedures to sign in and out equipment clarified.
always push. Ask for help. Do not be a hero. We have Labelling and mixing of the cleaning chemicals has
had numerous people fall when they are trying to pull become an issue that must be dealt with. Also with the
dollies together to hook up. Tell a manager if you are CEQ vans, if they are unserviceable, take them to GSE.
Again, if there is resistance, call H&S on radio Ramp
having problems.
Transborder. I pulled a van out of service that the rear
Also if you are very cold, let someone know and doors did not open and the seat belt was broken.
go inside to warm up. Watch fellow crew mates for Refuse to use it.
hypothermia. If a manager gives you a hard time, call
health and safety. Hand warmers are available at Gate Thank you,
155 as well.
in solidarity, Rob Penyk
Driving conditions - a reminder again to drive
carefully. We have a lot of new people who are not
used to towing equipment also. We have had several
close calls of folks almost hit by fishtailing dollies and
carts. If someone is going too fast, tell them and
inform them what can happen. We had a co-worker
lose a leg several years back because of a fishtailing
dolly.
Roadway conditions - We are trying to work with
management to improve the conditions in the roadway
- efforts are being made to use the wet wash sweeper
to clean up the sodium formate residue (white de-icer).
If you want a dust mask, ask your manager. We are
suggesting roadway traffic flow control to reduce the
amount of vehicle traffic and congestion. Again, the
fishtailing of dollies in there is an issue. The GTAA has
also conducted an air quality test, we want to review it
and work with them together to improve conditions.
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Notice -IAMAW / Air Canada Local Lodge
Members Covered by the Multi-Employer
Pension Plan (MEPP)
(The Pension Plan for Those Members Hired After June 17, 2012)

Please be sure that your original application for your
MEPP is registered with IAM Multi-Employer Pension
Plan.
You can contact them by telephone at
1-888-354-5444 or you can email them at
admin@iammepp.ca to verify that you have been
registered in the plan and that they have received your
documentation.
Please note, you may also go to the website at
www.iammepp.ca to access your registered service
records, statements and monthly pension estimate at
your desired retirement date.
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Airport & Cargo Shop Committee
Mike Cooke, Mark Pacilla, Evangeline Palad, Paul Kisby

Greetings Brothers and Sisters,
We the Shop Committee would like to welcome
you to a beautiful and progressive 2018. A new year
means a fresh start and being half-way through the first
month, let us keep positivity, adherence and safety in
the forefront. With 2017 in the past with its trials,
defeats and successes, we hope we come together
and push forward for a wonderful year.

Phone: 905-676-2484

-Answers: Be concise, be confident and speak clearly
with minimal hesitation or confusion.
-Preparedness: go through the applicable Publication’s,
seek advice and help from peers and the Union. For
the interview, put out your outfit the day before, be well
rested and be early.
-Time and Attendance: keep your record clean, as this
could potentially be the reason you are overlooked
when candidates are chosen.
-Step Letters: try to avoid step letters the best you can.
If they are on your file, this could potentially be the
reason you are overlooked when candidates are
chosen.

Let’s take the time to reflect upon our actions
and how we can better ourselves and help our
colleagues. Making goals is a great way to reach points
of achievement and overall success. With the many
challenges we faced last year individually and as a
whole, we the shop committee would like to give some HELPFUL AVENUES
tips and reminders, along with avenues to seek -Refer to the Union Office for guidance, Publication 70,
rectification.
Publication 173. For the interview portion, recite
customer service experiences. Also be sure to watch
Common Goals:
the STAR videos on YouTube, this is very helpful. It’s
Let’s reduce our time and attendance infractions and okay to be nervous, but come in prepared. Good luck
to you all on your tests and future interviews.
follow our SOP’s.
I will leave you all with an Article from the CBA
16.11.14 states. Employees on GDIP or WSIB will be
Many of you will be looking forward to advancing your for selection to a promotional bulletin or vacancy
position via the LOU29 exam, with the first test of the notice provided:
year being on Thursday February 15. Please note that
the process of signing up for the exam has changed.
a) The employee has indicated, in writing to the
To sign up for the exam you must now follow these company copy the local Union, the desire to be
steps:
advised of PB or VN during such absence.
b) The employee has provided the company with the
1) Go to – HR CONNEX
appropriate address for forwarding
2) Under Quick Links go to – eHR KIOSK
c) The employee has passed the necessary qualifying
3) Click on – LOU EXAM REQUEST
exams
4) Click on – EXAM OPENINGS
d) The employee has been declared medically fit to
perform the work
Below are a few suggestions for success for the exam/
e) The selection assists in rehabilitation and is
interview and in general.
consistent with the seniority of individual involved
f) The availability of the employee
TIPS and REMINDERS
g) Physical limitations and effect of possible relocation,
-Appearance: For the interview wear business clothes, etc.
be well groomed.
With that we wish you a prosperous 2018!
-Attitude: Body language speaks volumes before a
In solidarity,
word is ever spoken. Keep proper posture, smile, be
approachable and be friendly.
Mike, Mark, Evangeline, Paul
LOU29
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Tech Ops

Logistics & Supply

James Oprea, Joe Veltri

Phone: 905-676–2243

The “Re-Birth” is upon us, the baby New Year. This
unfortunately signifies the end of the celebratory indulgences
inherent with the season previous, but initiates fresh
perspectives and goals for the forthcoming calendar.
So what’s in store for 2018? Well we can start with
some new legislation from the Provincial Government. Some
new rules are afoot with the increase of the minimum wage
structure and the introduction of framework for the request
of doctor’s notes for 10 or fewer days absent becoming
obsolete. The terminology of “emergency reasons” (as
described from a Toronto Star article) supported from Health
Minister Eric Hoskins and Labour Minister Kevin Flynn is now
part of the vocabulary that identifies circumstances that
would require an individual time away from the workplace;
Illness on the forefront, including domestic issues and care
for ailing family members.
The official verbiage Paid Emergency Leave from the
Fair Workplaces, Better Jobs Act, 2017 (Bill 148) outlines the
amendment mentioned previous. Since this release, there
has been considerable discussion surrounding the
anticipation on how these changes can be administered in
our workplace and if we meet the qualifications since this
organization is regulated Federally. What Trumps a Trump?
The short answer is……….Federal.
We fall under the jurisdiction of the Canada Labour
Code and are governed under those standards, air
transportation falls in this division. I’m sure some might
contend since the introduction of the amendment that we
are at a disadvantage, in my opinion the language is lucrative
and would be serendipitous to our situation. Honestly, I have
not dug deep enough to provide you with the required
essentials, labour code is very dry and arduous and as
language situations dictate open to interpretation. For clarity
if interested, the internet provides a great deal of information
to satisfy one`s appetite on this subject matter. Just be
aware there is a lot to digest.
Just before the arrival of Christmas, the anticipation
of this legislation increased significantly as a result of GIC
#36, to which was not exactly embraced with open arms,
such as when you receive a welcomed guest into your home
over the holidays? #36 (The Mother of all GIC`s) outlines that
when one calls in sick and is contacted by email or phone,
upon return to work, the individual must be accompanied by
a doctor’s note. The caveat being “no note no pay”, unless
you are able to provide explanation for the latter. The email
Contact
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Shop Committee

point of contact is the achilles heel of this circular. The
expectation that there is a requirement to access your
Aeronet account off-site may introduce un-welcomed
complications, especially for those with no or limited internet
access. We have had productive dialogue with the company
over this concern and feel that a logical conclusion may be
attained. To date, similar concerns were addressed on a
case-by-case basis with satisfactory outcomes to which this
office will continue to mitigate as required.
In your travels through Hangars East, you may have
noticed some individuals in maroon colour clothing. No,
these not a test group for yet another uniform colour change,
they belong to an organization called RGIS which provide
various industrial inventory services. Once again, an
apprehensive welcome but the intent to subcontract was
presented as per Article 20.07 due to sheer volume of work
required. The substantiation for this was for a “wall to wall”
audit of inventory encompassing Bay 8 and CDC stores
locations. The company agreed to form a team as overseers
throughout this process which did entail additional overtime
for our members. As this audit progressed, the results were
not by any means encouraging. There were multiple issues
identified in relation to incorrect binning practices, parts
found in sporadic locations in addition to other various
inventory discrepancies. Our established team working side
by side with RGIS, worked diligently to correct all identified
errors. There was a lot of head scratching as to how we
arrived at this stage in the first place, the contributing
factors; the move from Bay 5, tight timelines as a result,
training shortfalls? There really is no worth in engaging in
proverbial “finger pointing”, we just have to come to the
realization that we cannot venture down this path again.
There was a GIC issued outlining the expectations
for such errors and potential corrective actions moving
forward. To further reiterate, “quality over quantity” is now
the forefront in the dictionary that summarizes the
Stockkeeper job description. The requirements is nothing
out of the ordinary, just simply follow SOP`s. This situation
today may seem like a stumbling block, but tomorrow with
some basic fortitude we will surely persevere.
Best Wishes to all from us for 2018.
In solidarity,
James Oprea, Joe Veltri (Shop Committee),
c/o Mr. Freeman (The District)

iamaw2323.ca
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General Chairperson’s Report
-Paul Lefebvre, District 140

Ontario $14.00 Minimum Wage and Air Canada
Your Union has continued to receive many
member inquiries regarding the recent legislative
changes to the Ontario Labour Code. In particular,
members are asking if the changes contained in Bill
148, The Fair Workplaces, Better Jobs Act, will be
enjoyed by our members working at Air Canada.
First and foremost, Transportation (Airlines),
Banking and Communication industries are Federally
Regulated. That usually means that any change
brought about by a Provincial Government on behalf of
that Provinces workers, concerns only those in that
Province who fall under Provincial Labour Legislation.
However, Part III of the Canada Labour Code
(Federal Labour Standards) states that “the minimum
wage for employees under Federal jurisdiction is the
general adult minimum wage rate established in each
Province and Territory, as revised from time to time.”
In translation, this means that all IAMAW
represented employees working for Air Canada in the
Province of Ontario, will be enjoying a minimum wage
of $14.00/hr as of January 01, 2018. So yes, all of our
members working in for Air Canada in Ottawa and
Toronto will now be paid a minimum of $14.00 per
hour.
The new Act also sees the Ontario Minimum
wage move up to $15.00/hr on January 01, 2019.
Therefore, IAMAW Air Canada workers in Ontario will
enjoy this uplift as well. It was the NDP and Union
Activists that lobbied the Liberal Government to bring
about this initiative.
In fact your Union was very active in lobbying
for an increased minimum wage. Your Local 2323
Political Action Committee led by Bryan Wilson and
Dan Janssen, were supported by your Local Lodge
Executive, Shop Committees and Stewards, District
Lodge 140 and IAMAW Canada. Success was
achieved by working together through the “$15 and
Fairness” campaign.

Phone: 905-671-3192

Part-Time and Full-Time workers. Your Union asked Air
Canada if they would be implementing these changes
for those of us in Ontario, as well. They responded that
they would not. The fact is, it is only the minimum
wage rate that they must adhere to as per the wording
in the Federal Labour Code as above. There is no
current Federal Legislation that will mandate Federal
employers to follow suit with Ontario on the other
benefits contained within the new Ontario legislation.
In the big business friendly and worker
unfriendly political situation we find ourselves in today,
it is truly remarkable to see such a positive outcome on
wage rates. It shows what can be accomplished when
workers band together and support a unified cause.
Kudos to all involved!
Next month, I will be joining many other
activists from across Canada, including 10 others from
your Local Lodge, lobbying our Federal MP’s in an
effort to bring about further positive change for all
workers.
You should also know that the Provincial
Conservatives led by Patrick Brown voted against
these changes. Make no mistake, they will kill the next
raise to $15.00/hr scheduled for January 01, 2019,
should they win the upcoming Provincial Elections.
Their consistent record is to support multinational
corporations in suppressing your wages and benefits in
order to achieve higher profits and CEO bonuses.
The Provincial Election this summer will decide
what direction we as workers want to see in terms of
wages and fairness. I believe we all have a duty to our
family, friends and neighbours. I ask that you all take
the time to cast a ballot in favour of fairness and
dignity for all workers. Don’t let Patrick Brown and the
Conservatives take away what we have achieved in our
efforts to bring dignity back to our workplaces.

There are other parts to the Ontario Labour
Code changes concerning equal pay for Temporary
Contact
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Political Action
-Bryan Wilson

Committee

politicalaction@iamaw2323.ca

Ontario’s minimum wage has gone up to
fourteen dollars an hour as of January 1st 2018. And
make no mistake, this effects everyone in the Province.
And I mean everyone.

raise and have had a lot of questions asked of me
about the minimum wage raise, however nobody, not
one person has mentioned CEO’S and Executive’s pay
and compensation. Which in the case of the top 50
CEO’S in Canada (released publicly at the beginning of
This includes Federally regulated employees the year) is exponentially higher.
who will immediately jump up to fourteen dollars an
hour if they are not at or above that rate already.
What I’m trying to get at here is that we aren't
getting upset at the right people when it comes to
The Federal Labour Laws are fairly clear on this aspect. wages. If we continue to allow the poorest of the poor
to live in poverty and without dignity and get upset or
Stating;
angry when they finally have a chance to get out but
“Federal workers must be paid (at least) the minimum continue to allow executives of corporations make
hourly wage rate set by the Province in which the lewd amounts of money on a weekly basis, we need to
re-evaluate our morals, our society and our ethics.
employee is usually employed.”
Then on January 1st of 2019, the minimum
wage will be rising to fifteen dollars an hour for
everyone. And I know what all of us are asking is that,
“if they get a raise why don’t I get a raise as well, I’ve
been working here longer!” Which is true. And we will
all get a raise. But we can not raise the ceiling without
first raising the floor. Meaning if we don’t raise up the
lowest paid worker we can’t expect to raise the highest
paid worker. But now that we have raised the floor, we
can look to the future and rise the top wages. This
gives our bargaining team more power at the
bargaining table and it leaves all of us better off for the
future.

When I first started working, the pay started so
low that there were a few months I lived in my car
without a phone and without a home. I wasn’t at top
rate then and I understand just how difficult it was
then. I can’t imagine how hard it is these days with how
much everything costs from inflation. We need to be
compassionate and understanding and never stop
fighting for a better life for those around us.
We have the means for all of us to live decent
lives. We all need to come together as a Union and
make sure that happens.
In solidarity,

What I really want to talk about though is I’ve Bryan Wilson
heard a lot of complaints about the minimum wage

A big thank you to Prestige Printing & Signs for
doing an awesome job on printing our 2018 IAMAW
pocket calendars.
We must also thank them for providing 1500
calendars more than was required for our
membership. Prestige is a IAMAW unionized shop
capable of handling many types of print & sign
projects.
2585 Drew Road, Unit 3, Mississauga, ON phone: 905-678-2526 web: http://prestigeprintingandsigns.ca
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Local 2323 Women’s Committee
womenatwork@iamaw2323.ca

Service To The Community.

PAWS! People's Animal Welfare Society

It's right there on our IAMAW flag and a core value of our
Members.

PAWS proudly enforce a strict no-kill policy, while providing
a unique free roam shelter where homeless, abandoned and
abused animals are given safe haven - indefinitely. PAWS
offer exceptional care to the animals in their charge that is
second to none. PAWS was established in 1972 by a group
of animal lovers who wanted to assist animals in need.

A big thank you to our Members who participate in 50/50
draws held at our monthly Local Lodge Meetings.
The Committee is grateful for the continued encouragement
and support of the Local's Executive Officers. A special
mention to Gail Lis, the administrative support and tireless
champion and to the Committee Members themselves.
In 2017, through draws and donations from our members,
Executive Board and retirees, we were able to raise $1200
for donation! What a great feeling to be able to support to
the tireless work of these organizations in our community.

York Lions Steel Band
The Band provided a constructive, healthy activity for youth
in which they learn how to express themselves through
music.
The Band lead IAMAW members in the 2017 Labour Day
Parade providing great music during our parade march.

Sick Kids Hospital Games and Toy Fund

Toronto Fire Fighters Toy Drive

This includes all materials and supplies such as toys,
playroom supplies, art supplies, games, play equipment,
materials for preparation and diversions activities to be used
by Child Life staff in patient care.

The Toronto Fire Fighters Toy Drive is a non-profit registered
charity working with corporate partners to help pre-screened
families in need. The toy drive is run exclusively through
volunteer efforts, including those of both active and retired
fire fighters. Donations can be made at any Toronto Fire hall
year round.

Red Door Shelter
Since 1982, the Red Door has provided services
and individuals who need safe and supportive
shelter. The Red Door has grown to be one of
family shelters in the city, providing shelter and
over 500 families every year.

for families
emergency
the largest
support to

PLEASE REMEMBER to bring some money to the next
Local Lodge Monthly Meeting to enter the 50/50 draws!

www.yorklionssteelband.com

www.sickkidsfoundation.com
www.reddoorshelter.ca
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www.torontofirefighterstoydrive.org
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Employee Assistance

Program

Richard Gobeil - Regional coordinator

Phone: 905-678-1079

“Blue Monday”

CMHA remind us of the differences between the
winter blues and the 2 percent of people affected by
Have you ever heard of the myth which states the Seasonal Affective Disorder. SAD can sometimes
that the third Monday of January is the most affect our mental health more seriously and talking to a
depressing day of the year? It’s called “Blue Monday”. doctor could be a good idea.
Don’t worry, if you are reading this article, you already
went through it!
Yes, winter can be a difficult time for some of us
and we must remind ourselves ….it will only last for a
Actually, the deadline to write this article was season!
on…. “Blue Monday”. And for some reason, I didn’t
want to do it…. I procrastinated, I didn’t have a good
I would like to emphasize of the accessibility of
feeling about the article, I had no energy to focus, I was professional counsellors through your EAP. One text,
too tired …. and I was convinced no one will read this one email, or one phone call and you could be
article anyway!
connected with someone with the abilities to explore
different solutions regarding your mental health.
It’s sounds very SAD! And here is another
acronym for us – Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD).
We are not an emergency crisis line, but we will
do our best to return your text, email or call in a short
The Canadian Mental Health Association period of time.
(CHMA) wrote many articles about the “winter blues”
and SAD. Some of the research done in Ontario Take care,
mentions that 15 percent of the population see
changes in their appetite and feel more lethargic as the Richard
days get shorter.
“Without mental health there can be no true physical
Every expert recommends a maximum health” Dr. Brock Chisholm (WHO)
exposure to sunlight combined with exercise and good
nutritional habits to help you survive our cold season.
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Local Lodge 2323 and the
Dan Janssen -VP
Labour Movement
I would like to start by wishing all of our
brothers and sisters at Local Lodge 2323 a happy,
healthy and exciting New Year. I hope that this year will
bring you lots of joy, great times and out to a labour
rally!
I am sure you are aware of the minimum wage
increase from $11.60 an hour to $14. This increase will
go a long way towards helping low-wage workers in
our workplaces and all across the Province. At the
beginning of the year, the majority of media stories
were centred around the negative effects. It didn't take
long for people in the labour community to notice one
specific employer that took advantage of the situation
and made cuts to it’s employees hours, benefits, and
uniform allotments.
Tim Horton’s is a huge brand and part of our
Canadian culture. The first report of cutbacks came
from a store in Cobourg, Ontario. The owners, Ron
Joyce Jr. and Jeri-Lyn Horton-Joyce, are the son and
daughter of Ron Joyce and the late Tim Horton which
are the co-founders of the chain. They are extremely
wealthy, especially in comparison to the people we see
when we walk up to the counter to order a double
double. A letter to employees at this coffee shop was
leaked for all to see on Jan 3rd. We know that not all
Tim’s were effected by these changes, but similar
stories of cutbacks came out from employees at
various locations.
A rally was organized at the Cobourg location to
protest these cuts and to stand up for the affected
workers. A second rally was organized at another
location, then a third rally and so on, until there was 15
actions at multiple Tim’s across the Province in one
day. The labour movement wasn’t going to let these
bad bosses get away with taking advantage of these
workers. These actions successfully brought attention
to the issue, and gave a lot of negative press to Tim’s.
Bad press is something companies listen to and public
opinion and pressure can push small businesses and
even corporations to make big changes.

correct the situation by restoring lost hours and
reversing cuts to employee benefits. Many people
within the labour movement have been fighting for the
past 3-years to increase the minimum wage and
update labour laws. They aren’t going to stop fighting
now when they see bad bosses treating their workers
unfairly. Respect and dignity is something we all
deserve in the workplace and it’s something worth
fighting for! With the Provincial Election on June 7th,
this is becoming a major election issue.
In the coming months, there will be lots of ways
to participate in the labour movement, I hope that you
make the effort to join in one of these actions.
January 20th is the Women’s March, the big march is
happening downtown Toronto, but other communities
across the Province will host events as well.
National Day of Mourning takes place April
28th. This is a day to honour those that have lost their
lives on the job and to fight for workers that have
suffered injury or illness while at work. Actions will be
held across the Country.
May 1st is International Workers’ Day. There will
be an event held on the departures level of T1 to
celebrate our achievements as co-workers and to
come together for a better tomorrow.
The Day of Action for Injured Workers takes
place each year on June 1st. This rally highlights the
struggle workers face when injured on the job and
brings attention to the WSIB’s mishandling of injured
worker’s claims.
I hope to see you in the streets this year!
In solidarity,
Dan Janssen

I don’t think we will see an end to the labour
actions at Tim’s until the company does make steps to
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Pension Corner

-Chris Hiscock,

Chairman IAMAW/Air Canada
Pension Committee

This and other pension articles can be found on IAMAW Local 764’s website: http://iam764.ca/pensions/

Oct 2017 – term “unreduced” pension
One of the biggest areas of confusion and
misunderstanding that I find members have around
their pension benefit concerns the term “unreduced”
pension. An unreduced pension is payable as soon as
a member has attained both age 55 and 80 points of
age + qualifying service. An unreduced pension is also
payable to any member at age 65 regardless of their
amount of qualifying service. An unreduced pension
simply means that no actuarial reduction or penalty is
applied to your pension and you get to keep 100% of
whatever pension benefit you have earned up to that
date based upon your amount of allowable service and
your best 36 month AAC.

which will give you the maximum 420/420th that can
be used to calculate your final pension benefit. If for
example you had 30 years (360 months) of service at
age 55 when you attain your unreduced pensionable
date, you would only be entitled to 360/420th (85.71%)
of the maximum pension benefit that you could earn
with the exact same best 36 month AAC pensionable
earnings.
Every month of allowable service in the pension
plan will increase your pension by 0.238% which
means your pension will increase approximately 0.95%
every four (4) months or 2.86% per year of allowable
service. So, in the example above, continuing to work
for five (5) more years till age 60 when you would have
attained the maximum 35 years of service would
increase your final pension benefit by 14.29% - even if
you did not increase your AAC by a single cent.
However, if you did increase your AAC, that would also
add to the value of your final pension benefit.

As soon as you attain your first unreduced
pensionable date your pension will no longer be
subject to the approximate 6% per year compounded
actuarial reduction from age 65. You will continue to be
entitled to an unreduced or unpenalized pension
Your absolute maximum pension benefit can
benefit from your first unreduced pensionable date for
only
be
earned by attaining the maximum 420 months
as long as you continue to work until the date that you
of allowable service and the maximum AAC allowed in
finally choose to retire.
the pension plan. For Clerical and Finance members
An “unreduced” pension does not mean that the maximum annual compensation (MAC) allowed in
you get a maximum or “full” pension. A full pension can the pension plan is $65,000 per calendar year. For
only be earned by attaining the maximum 35 years (420 TMOS members the MAC allowed is $82,000 per
months) of allowable service in the pension plan. calendar year.
(Service is explained in more detail in the June 2014
It is also important to remember that our
pension report.) And this is the point of confusion.
pension
plan is not indexed for inflation, so every dollar
Many members think that as soon as they have
attained an unreduced pension that is the maximum that you can add to your pension benefit before you
pension benefit that they can earn so they might as retire is that much more important later in retirement as
inflation erodes the purchasing power of your fixed
well retire.
income pension.
This of course is not the case unless they
I may be contacted at president@iam764.ca
started contributing to the pension plan at age 20 or
with
any
questions or concerns that you may have. You
younger and therefore have the maximum 35 years of
allowable service at their 55th birthday, in which case can also follow me on Twitter @president764 for regular
both their “unreduced” and “full” pensionable dates will pension and IAM&AW information updates.
coincide.
Respectfully Submitted,
Simply put, for every month of allowable service
that you accrue in the pension plan, your pension Christopher Hiscock
benefit will increase by 1/420th until of course you Chairman, Air Canada Pension Committee
attain the maximum 35 years of allowable service
-This article is courtesy of Local 764 (YVR)
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JUSTICE ON THE JOB, SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY

In Memoriam
We would like to offer our
sincere condolences
to the family and friends of the
following members who have
recently passed away.
David J Cronin
Retired Lead Station Attendant
-YYZ
John L Dodds
Retired Station Attendant
-YYZ

ACSOS
(air canada save our seniority)

www.facebook.com/
freeandreducedtravel
https://aircanadasos.com
seniority matters

January 20, 2018

social media:

-Women’s March Canada
womensmarchcanada.com
February 13, 2018 (new date)
-Monthly Membership Meeting
19:00 hrs. Union Hall -2580 Drew
Road, Mississauga
February 19, 2018
-Retiree’s Get Together
13:00 hrs. Union Hall -2580 Drew
Road, Mississauga
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Veron Gale
Retired Cargo Agent
-YYZ

Upcoming Events:
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